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ABSTRACT
Crop heterosis utilization was one of the greatest achievements in the agriculture

production in the 20th century. It is proved that every breakthrough in crop hybrid breeding
was predicated on the discovery or successful development of new heterosis germplasm. In
recent years, in order to open up the scope and ways of using crop heterosis, it has been paid
much close attention to apply mutation techniques to hybrid breeding. Useful tool materials
like male sterile mutant lines, fertile restoration mutants in many crops have been obtained
by effective use of physical/chemical mutagens. Brief introduction is made in this paper on
the newest research improvement concerning the effective use of the techniques of mutation
induction in China to create special useful genes, enrich the diversity of germplasm and
promote the rapid development of crop hybrid breeding.
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INTRODUCTION
After 40 years' research and development, techniques of mutation induction play a

more and more important role in crop genetic improvement in China. The number of new
varieties bred by mutation techniques makes up 10% of the total varieties bred by various
methods all over the country. According to incomplete statistics of FAO/IAEA released in
June 2000, 2225 varieties have been bred by mutation techniques in the world. Among them,
605 varieties were bred in China that accounted for 27.2% of the total. The popularization
and utilization of all these good mutant varieties have made important contribution to
China's food production and social and economic development.

Using heterosis to make a big increase in crop yield was one of the greatest
achievements in the agriculture production in the 20th century. At present, there are more
than 40 crops in the world that have used or will use the heteroses in production. Breeding
practice proved that every breakthrough in using the crop heterosis was predicated on the
discovery or successful development of new heterosis germplasm. In recent years, in order to
open up the scope and ways of using heterosis, it has been paid much close attention to apply
the techniques of mutation induction to hybrid breeding. Useful materials like male sterile
mutant lines, fertile restoration mutants in many crops have been obtained by effective use of
physical/chemical mutagens. Some of them have been used in hybrid seed production in rice,
maize, wheat and sorghum, etc. and have made good social and economic effects. Brief
introduction is made in this paper on the newest research improvement concerning the
effective use of the techniques of mutation induction in present China to create special useful
genes, enrich the diversity of germplasm and promote the rapid development of crop hybrid
breeding.
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MUTATION INDUCTION OF RECESSIVE TALL STALK GENE IN
MCE
Problems in Hybrid Seed Production in Rice

The great breakthrough of hybrid rice breeding and its application in production
promoted the per unit area yield of rice in China from less than 3000 kg/ha to more than
6000 kg/ha at present. Now the planting area under hybrid rice in China is about 16 million
hectares each year.

To extend the use of hybrid rice further, besides selecting new combinations with good
quality, high yield and multi-resistance, it depends more on reducing the cost of the seed
production of hybrid rice. But panicle enclosure exists in sterile lines of both three-line and
two-line hybrid rice. Although "920" (gibberellin) was used successfully by Chinese
breeders to alleviate the panicle enclosure of sterile lines, it demanded high-level spray skill,
accurate spray time and relatively harsh weather condition. More importantly, too much use
of "920" would increase the cost of the seed production and also caused a decline in seed
quality and pollution of environment. So it seemed very necessary to settle this problem once
and for all by the way of genetic breeding.

Function of Recessive Tall Stalk Gene
In 1981, Dr. J. N. Rutger, the chief rice breeder of United States Department of

Agriculture reported a pair of recessive tall genes named eui which stood for elongated
uppermost internode. The eui gene could make the uppermost internode elongate 30-40 cm.
Panicle enclosure could be eliminated by introducing the eui gene into male sterile lines.
And it was beneficial to pollination if the eui gene was introduced into restorer lines.
Meanwhile, because this tall character was inherited recessively, hybrid combination with
eui gene would still be dwarf-stalked rice.

Obtainment of eui Gene

Transfer eui gene by combining hybridization and backcross

The transfer of eui gene could be conducted by hybridizing the known donator material
carrying eui gene with the target sterile lines or restorer lines to be improved, and then by
continuous backcrossing. But as is known to all, once two varieties were hybridized,
segregation and recombination of many genes in the whole genetic background would
happen. With the transfer of eui gene, good characters of the lines to be improved would also
be lost in varying degrees. Breeding practice conducted by Chinese scholars for more than
ten years has proved that this traditional hybridization and backcross method was of great
difficulty and low efficiency, and no hybrid rice with recessive tall genes has been obtained
for popularization and application.

Obtain eai gene directly by 6 0Co7 -rays irradiation treatment

Japanese scholars first reported a recessive tall mutant LM1 obtained by inducing
'Nonglin 8' in 1978. Then Mh-1 was obtained by irradiating 'Guizhao 2' (Wu, 1988) and
02428h mutant from somaclonal variation (Sun, 1992). All these mutation belonged to single
recessive gene inheritance. The gene was allelic with eui gene named by Dr. Rutger and it
was located on the fifth chromosome. So far no breeding achievements close to productive
applications have been reported because these mutant materials couldn't be used to make
hybrid directly.

From 1997 on, Professor Yang Rencui and his group from Fujian Agricultural
University began to explore the technology and method to obtain eui gene mutant lines
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directly by Co 7 -rays irradiation treatment on parental varieties of hybrid rice and have
made great breakthrough. By the treatment of 300-350 Gy of 60Co 7 -rays irradiation on
seeds of maintainers and restorers of male sterile lines of rice, then planted by direct seedling
in a large population in M2 generation, they found that the frequency of eui-1 (eui allelic
gene named by Dr. Rutger) mutation obtained from a line to be improved could reach 95%
or higher, but the cost was only about $10. By this method, it only took four planting seasons
(within two years) to transform a common sterile line (A-line) to an eui sterile line (eA-line)
and two planting seasons (one year) to transform a common restoration line (R-line) to an
eui restorer line (eR-line). This method has gained the patent of technological invention. At
the same time, a new eui allelic gene was found and named as eui-2. They have made an
application to the International Association of Rice Genetics for registration of eui-2 gene.

Progress of Hybrid Rice Breeding UsiHg eui Gene
By using the eui gene, the following types of recessive tall hybrid rice could be made:

Hybrid rice with a single recessive eui gene:

eA/R — eui sterile line with dwarf restoring line;
A/eR — common sterile line with recessive tall restoring line.

Hybrid rice with two recessive eui genes:
elA/e2R — eui sterile line with recessive tall restoring line

In the past two years, using their own method, the research group led by Professor
Yang Rencui obtained eui mutations in 7 maintainer lines making up 84% of the application
area of three-line hybrid rice in China, 'Peiai 64S' sterile lines making up over 80% of the
application area of two-line hybrid rice in China, and IR58025B maintainer line making up
over 85% of the application area of three-line hybrid rice abroad. Four eui sterile lines have
been bred, three of them with eui-1 gene and the other one with eui-2 gene. Four
combinations of hybrid rice with single recessive eui gene ('Changllyou 86', 'Changgangyou
22', 'Changxieyou 63' and 'Changllyou 63') and one combination of hybrid rice with two
recessive eui genes ('Xieqingzao eA(2)/eR127') have entered productive demonstration
planting. 'Changxieyou 63', planted for demonstration in 2000, was checked and accepted
by the Science and Technology Department of Fujian Province after on-the-spot real
harvesting. It yielded 11,055 kg/ha that was 5.7% higher than common hybrid rice.

Experiment results showed that the eui sterile line could come into ears completely and
the panicles, grains and stigmas all elongated, suggesting that its potential of cross-
pollination increased markedly. The eui sterile line also had higher-level of endogenous
hormones. It grew rapidly, flowered early and was more sensitive to '920'. It may not use or
use less '920' in the seed production (depending on different eA lines). Compared with the
hybrid rice without eui genes, hybrid rice with recessive eui genes sprouted earlier, grew
faster, had dominant position in growth, matured 3 days earlier and the panicle length and
grain weight increased 5-8%. Most combinations of hybrid rice with recessive eui genes
showed yield increase. The increasing range was 3-11%, which indicated that it had an
excellent prospect of production use.
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INDUCTION OF LEAF COLOR GENE MARKER AND ITS
APPLICATION
Function of Leaf Color Gene Marker of Male Sterile Lines

Hybrid seed production by using male sterility is the main way of crop heterosis
utilization at present. The purity of hybrid seed affects directly the output potential and
quality class of hybrid rice. Isoenzyme analyses, molecular testing and planting in field at
high elevation during the summer are three main methods currently used to determine the
purity of hybrid seed lots. The first two methods not only require a certain operation skill,
but also need some indispensable instrument and special equipment and reagents, which
make them difficult to use popularly. The field planting method needs less techniques but it
takes much longer to do it. In addition, although the above three methods cost much
manpower, materiel and financial resources, they can only get the basic data of the purity of
hybrids and can not eliminate the output loss caused by pseudohybrids.

To those environmental sensitive genie sterile lines or cytoplasmic male sterile lines
with incomplete sterility which have a certain risk in production, putting a leaf color marker
that is easily recognized and only expressed at seedling stage can not only guarantee the
purity of the sterile lines and hybrid seeds, but also identify the purity economically and
conveniently. The male sterile lines with leaf color marker have advantages in at least three
aspects as follows:

(1) With seedling marker assisted roguing with markers at seedling stage, sib or self-
pollination problem caused by the reverse of male sterility (two-line method) or incomplete
abortion (three-line method) can be solved thoroughly in hybrid seed production.

(2) It can be remedied by artificial roguing or natural elimination even if there are some
problems with the purity of the hybrid or sterile lines. Thus the tremendous economic loss
that may probably happen could be minimized.

(3) The character with leaf color marker is obvious and easy to recognize. It is only
expressed at the special seedling stage and won't affect the agronomic characters and
heterosis.

Leaf Color Gene Marker In Male Sterile Lines of Rice Induced By Nuclear Radiation
A vast amount of research work showed that most physical/chemical mutagens could

induce chlorophyll-deficient mutation in rice. A rice yellow-green mutant HY101 controlled
by a single recessive nuclear gene was obtained by mutagen EMS treatment on anthers of a
japonica rice '8126' at early stage of in vitro culture (Hu etal, 1981). The chlorophyll
content of its leaves was only 1/3 of that of normal leaves. And a greenable yellowing
mutant controlled by single recessive nuclear gene was got by N* ion beam implantation into
seeds of indica rice 'Luwuhong', and then photosensitive genie male sterile line with
yellowing marker was bred (Wu etal, 1991). It has already been used in the selection of
combinations in two-line hybrid rice.

By using 300 Gy of 60Co 7 -rays direct irradiation on dry seeds of a indica type
thermo-sensitive genie male sterile (TGMS) rice '2177S', the chlorophyll mutation
frequency in Mb generation was 0.26%, and among them 33 chlorophyll mutant lines with
good comprehensive characters were selected (Xia etal, 1995). Genetic analysis showed
that all these mutations were controlled by a pair of recessive nuclear genes and could be
divided into three types which were (1) temperature-induced leaf color mutation, (2)
phasically expressed leaf color mutation, and (3) greenable albino leaf color mutation which
only expressed at seedling stage.
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In the past few years, China widely used GMS lines such as 'Peiai 64S\ 'Xinguang S'
and CMS lines such as 'Longtefu A', 'II-32A', 'Xieqingzao A' and 'Zhenxian 97A' were
improved to utility sterile lines 'Zhen 64S', 'R172S', 'R264S', 'Quanlong A', 'Bai 32A' and
'Zhenshan A' having albinotic leaf color marker that only expressed at seedling stage. The
research group led by Professor Xia Yingwu using the same method - direct irradiation
treatment on seed, did the work. These sterile lines with leaf color markers kept then-
parents' good agronomic characters and sterility character and showed good quality, good
flowering habit, high yield of seed production and good combining ability. The expression of
the leaf color marker showed that the first three young leaves were completely albinotic, but
the fourth leaf began changing into green from leaf base to leaf apex at extending, and the
leaf color converted to normal green after the sixth leaf extended thoroughly. The hybrid
combination 'Quanyou 37' made by 'Quanlong A' attended the regional test in Zhejiang
Province in 1998 and 1999 and showed a significant yield increase than the control hybrid
'Shanyou 10' in both two years. Productive test has been organized in 2000.

Leaf Color Gene Maker in Rape Induced by Physical/Chemical Factors
In China, about 20% of the area planted with oilseed rape, Brassica napus, is sown

with hybrid varieties; hybrid seed is generally produced by utilizing CMS and GMS system,
respectively. On average, there are about 20-30% of sibs/selfs in the pol or Shan 2A CMS
hybrid seed lots when autumn seeding is used for hybrid seed production (Hou and Pan,
1992). If the rate of sibs increased by 1% in CMS hybrids, the hybrid yield decreased by 0.6-
0.7% (Wen and Song, 1994). It is therefore necessary to determine the proportion of sib/self
seed in each hybrid seed lot before it is certified.

A chlorlphyll-reduced (Cr) seedling mutant was induced by fast neutrons irradiation
with 14Mev of average energy for 5 days, 14h each day and 0.3% diethyl sulphate (DES) for
2h (Zhao et al., 2000).

The chlorophyll content in leaves of young Cr seedlings was about one half that of
normal chlorophyll (Nc) seedlings, resulting in Cr seedlings with yellow-green cotyledons
and leaves. After the five-leaf stage, the chlorophyll content of Cr seedlings increased
gradually and the oldest leaves of mature plants had an appearance closer to that of the wild
type. Genetic analysis revealed that a pair of recessive genes controlled the Cr seedling
marker trait. Although the yield of Cr plants is lower than that of Nc plants, the complete
dominance of the Nc allele over Cr ensures normal growth and development of hybrid plants
that have the same yield and disease resistance as plants homozygous for the Nc locus.

By using hybridization and backcross method, a double low (low erucic acid and low
glucosinolate) pol CMS line carrying the Cr marker, Z01A, and its maintainer, Z01B, have
been developed. Except for male sterility, all other characteristics, including quality traits,
are similar for both Z01A and its maintainer, Z01B. Z01A has been used as the parent to
breed and produced the experimental B. napus hybrid seed.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Mutations are recognized as one of the driving forces of evolution. The achievements

and a lot of successful examples of mutation breeding in China have proved that it is an
effective approach to crop improvement as well as an important supplement to conventional
breeding.

Through the effective use of physical and chemical mutagens, mutation techniques
have been playing more and more important roles in not only the direct development of new
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crop varieties, but also the solve of some special problems in crop breeding. For instance,
using nuclear technique could rapidly creative new kinds of male sterile mutant lines, fertile
restoration mutants and excellent tool materials with certain phenotype characteristic
markers in hybrid breeding, etc.

Newly developed biotechnologjcal tools facilitating selection, characterization and
genetic analysis of desired traits have significantly stimulated the use of mutation induction
in breeding and basic research. It is clear that the new development of mutation breeding will
be heavily on and associated with not only effective use of mutagens, but also advanced
plant biotechnology, particular plant molecular biology. Therefore, international cooperation
will be very important for the sustainable progress of the research related to the areas.
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